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5 treated by this process, whatever its .composition may be.   The average ornposition of the bullion received in 1913 was as follows :—*
Gold.          Silver.           Base.
Sydney,      ....    874-5           86.           39-5
Melbourne,          .        .        .    914-2           43-4         42-4
Perth,        ....    823-8         115-6         60-6
In chlorine refining the furnace used is an ordinary melting furnace, uch as has been already described. The tile cover of the furnace has a hole n the centre to allow the chlorine tubes to pass through. Clay crucibles ,re used, the 4-pint size being generally employed, holding about 600 or 00 ozs. of gold; they are placed inside graphite pots to prevent loss by rucking. They are glazed inside by melting borax in them to prevent them nun absorbing molten chloride of silver. Graphite crucibles are unsuitable, ,s silver chloride appears to be reduced, presumably by the hydrogen con-ained in them, as fast as it is formed. The crucibles are covered by loosely itting lids, through which the clay pipe-stems of about -^j-inch. bore are Hissed to the bottom of the crucible for the conveyance of chlorine. The )ipe-stem is made red-hot before being introduced into the molten metal, LS otherwise it would crack and break oil.
The chlorine gas is conveyed in leaden pipes from the generator to the urnuces. All joints and connections consist of well-wired india-rubber .uhes, which must be protected from direct radiation from the furnace. Screw Compression clamps on these rubber tubes enable the supply of chlorine to »e regulated wit h precision. When the clamps are closed the gas accumulates ind forces the acid out of the generator through a safety tube into a vessel )iaced overhead, and so the further generation of gas is prevented.
The generators being in readiness, the crucibles are slowly heated to •edness, and the full charge of GOO or 700 ozs. of bullion introduced and nelted, 2 or 3 o/,s. of borax being sprinkled on its surface or poured on in a uoltcn state. The chlorine is now allowed to pass slowly through the clay >ip<» to prevent metal from entering it, and the pipe is plunged to the bottom >f the molten metal and kept there by means of a weight attached to it. flw full stream of chlorine is now turned on and is heard to be bubbling ,nto the molten metal, by which it is completely absorbed, so that no splash ing md projection of the metal occurs. A height of 16 to 18 inches in the safety :,ui>e corresponds to and balances a height of 1 inch of gold in the refining Tucible. The safety tube acts us an index of the pressure in the generator ind of the rate of production of the gas ; any leakage or the exhaustion of i.he acid is at once indicated by a full of the liquid in the tube. Fresh acid ,s added at intervals as it, is required.
When the chlorine is introduced, dense fumes at once arise from the •surface of the metal owing to the formation of volatile chlorides of the base metals, which are the first to be attacked ; lead gives especially dense fumes, which can be condensed on a cold object held in them. After a time these fumes (tease and silver chloride is formed, very little chlorine escaping from the crucible, even if an extremely rapid current is passed into it *, consequently fche operation is expedited by every increase in the volume of the current. Towards the end of the operation splashing is more noticeable, and dark
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